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We describe the design, implementation and preliminary evaluation of MIDST, a system to support stigmergic
coordination in data-science teams. We first define a theoretical model of stigmergic coordination, that is,
coordination supported by a shared work product. We hypothesize that stigmergic coordination depends on
three socio-technical affordances, the visibility and combinability of work, along with defined genres of work
contributions. We describe the implementation of a system, MIDST, that supports these affordances and that
we expect to support stigmergic coordination. We conclude with an initial assessment of the impact of the
tool on the work of project teams of three to six data-science students. Our initial findings suggest that even
using an early version of the system, MIDST users perceived improved workload fairness and fewer team
output coordination issues, while spending less time on explicit coordination, suggesting that the system was
in fact useful in supporting stigmergic coordination, supporting our hypotheses.
CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Computer supported cooperative work; Asynchronous editors; Empirical studies in collaborative and social computing; • Information systems →
Data analytics.
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INTRODUCTION

Data science is an emerging discipline that combines expertise across a range of domains, including
software development, data management and statistics. Data-science projects typically have a goal
of identifying correlations and causal relationships, classifying and predicting events, identifying
patterns and anomalies and inferring probabilities, interest and sentiment [25]. A common datascience tool is R [1]: analyses are performed by writing what are essentially programs in the R
language that take data as input and output analysis results. While small analyses can be performed
by an individual, larger projects require teams of analysts working together.
Much has been written about the development of new data-science algorithms that can be used
to generate useful insights. Unfortunately, less has been written about other challenges that might
be encountered when working as a data scientist [57]. Data-science projects need to focus not
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